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NEWS FROM  SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHARM ACY  Spring 1995
Editorial
...And the heat goes on:
Tall, taciturn, ram-rod straight with a piercing intellec­
tual gaze: The Great Visionary has retired. With reluc­
tance, we report on the retirement of Dean H.F. Timmons. 
He was a leader in the School for 38 years, and like a fine 
Bordeaux, he “just kept getting better and better.” Dr. 
Timmons created much of the history of the School in 
modern times: He played a key role in the development of 
the Pharmacy Alumni Foundation. He co-wrote the initial 
gerontology grant which has led the School to national 
prominence in this area. He twice served as acting dean of 
the School of Pharmacy during critical periods and then, 
like Cincinnatus, gracefully stepped aside when the crisis 
was over. As Dean of the School of Health Sciences, he 
presided over a major expansion of the nursing program 
and the development of the highly successful Physical 
Therapy Assistant program. He saw the move toward a 
patient-oriented pharmacy program earlier than most and 
moved our curriculum in that direction. He was as shrewd 
a money manager as most of us have ever seen, lending 
credence to the rumor he owns most of western Oklahoma. 
But above all, he was a wise, visionary leader. He had a 
particular talent for filtering out the petty day-to-day 
events, seeing beyond to the important long-term issues, 
and astutely concluding what path should be followed. 
Fortunately, even in retirement he remains the elder 
statesman, being called upon when his exacting talents are 
needed by both higher administration and the School. See 
co-editor Steve Pray’s excellent column on Dr. Timmons’ 
career.
However, even as Higher Education funding is in a 
crisis, the beat goes on. As Dean Bergman mentions, we 
recently concluded a highly successful accreditation visit, 
and the work on modification of our BS programs towards 
the Pharm.D. continues. The School was honored to have in 
its ranks the first university-wide Bernhardt Award win­
ner, a very deserving Dr. Vilas Prabhu. The Consultant 
Pharmacist Certificate Program (CPCP as it is known), 
introduced to SIG readers last year, is a raging success 
with a waiting list for next year. New efforts are under 
way, both social and electronic, to foster improved commu­
nication between the campus faculty in Weatherford and 
the practice faculty in other locals.
Some pundits say only after Higher Ed has “gotten rid of 
the waste” should more funding be considered. Well, read­
ers, I defy any other organization to show me that they are 
run any more cost effectively than the School. President 
Hibler and Dean Bergman have stretched those dollars 
about as tight as the skin on a new tambourine. If we do not 
get some relief soon, something is going to snap. —WBF
Representative Bill Brewster (r) (Class o f ’65) is con­
gratulated by State Board director Bryan Potter (l) 
(Class o f ’57) and SWOSUpresident Dr, Joe Anna Hibler.
Bill Brewster Receives 
Major APhA Award
When universities and colleges are asked to point to mea­
sures by which they consider themselves to be successful, they 
point to the accomplishments of their alumni as one of these 
marks of achievement. In this regard, the School of Pharmacy 
at Southwestern can claim what no other college of pharmacy 
can: the sole pharmacist in Congress at this time is one of our 
graduates. Widely hailed in the news media around the 
country as a survivor of the 1994 “Republican Landslide”, Rep. 
Bill Brewster’s continued presence in Washington is a testi­
monial to his effectiveness.
Rep. Brewster began his legislative career in 1982 when .he 
was elected to the Oklahoma House of Representatives, where 
he served four terms. As a member of the powerful U.S. House 
Ways and Means Committee, he successfully championed 
amendments requiring a federal study of payments for phar­
macist services, supporting an any-willing-provider provision, 
and requiring manufacturers to give pharmacy purchasers 
equal access to discounts. He has also served as a member of 
the House Committee on Public Works and the House Commit­
tee on Veteran’s Affairs.
The Board of Trustees of APhA announced the recipient of 
the 1995 Hubert H. Humphrey Award as Rep. Brewster. The 
award is reserved for individuals who have made major 
contributions in government or legislative service. The an­
nouncement of the award was made at the conclusion of his 
speech to the APhA Affiliated State Pharmaceutical Associa­
tion Executives meeting in Washington, D.C. on September 
19, 1994. The award was presented at the annual meeting in 
Orlando in March.
Rep. Brewster, a native of Marietta, was inducted into the 
Distinguished Alumni Hall of Fame during Homecoming ac­
tivities in Fall of 1990.
The SIG joins in congratulating this outstanding gentle­
man and wishes him the best in his future career. All of his 
fellow alumni can be justifiably proud of his dedication and 
meritorious service.
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Dean’s Report
The School of Pharmacy at Southwestern Oklahoma 
State University has experienced a very good and busy 
year.
Our applicant pool remains very strong. During the 
1994 year, there were more than 550 applications for the 
professional program. The 65 women and 55 men accepted 
to the professional program had a mean GPA of 3.41 and 
ACT of 23.6. The enrollment in the professional program 
has become more diversified with slightly less than 15% of 
our students classified as minorities. The outcomes for 
these students have also been very good. More than 96% 
successfully pass the NABPLEX.
The School of Pharmacy has been fortunate to obtain 
grants from Eli Lilly and Company, Healthcare Computer 
Corporation, and Eckerd Corporation. Eckerd Corporation 
is providing the School of Pharmacy with support that will 
eventually result in the remodeling of the School of Phar­
macy Student Center, while Eli Lilly and Company and 
Healthcare Computer Corporation have provided financial 
support and equipment that updated the pharmacy com­
puters in the pharmaceutics laboratories.
There were several organizational changes during 1994. 
The Departments of Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology, Phar­
macy Administration, and Medicinal Chemistry were 
merged into the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences. 
An internal search for a chair of the new department 
resulted in the appointment of Dr. Vilas Prabhu, Professor 
of Medicinal Chemistry and the first Bernhardt Award 
winner at Southwestern Oklahoma State University. Dr. 
Dennis Thompson, Assistant Dean for Clinical Pharmacy 
Programs, continues as the Chair of the Department of 
Pharmacy Practice. As a result of the retirement of Dr. H. 
F. Timmons, Dean of the School of Health Sciences, I have 
assumed his responsibilities. Consequently, there will be a 
closer association with our colleagues in the Division of 
Allied Health Sciences and the Division of Nursing.
The American Council on Pharmaceutical Education 
(ACPE), the accrediting agency for schools of pharmacy, 
visited the campus recently. Their preliminary report 
indicated that our faculty, students, and curriculum were 
very good. The ACPE team was particularly complimen­
tary regarding our alumni and their accomplishments and 
dedication and devotion to the School of Pharmacy. In 
addition, the ACPE team encouraged the School of Phar­
macy to continue to develop and implement an entry-level 
and nontraditional Pharm.D. program.
In conclusion, the School of Pharmacy wants to thank 
our alumni and friends who reflect the traditions that have 
made the School of Pharmacy vital.
Dr. B.G. Keller reminisces with Sue Morris as she pre­
pares to leave for Wichita, Kansas.
Keller.; Davis Named 
Teachers of the Year 
for Second Year 
in a Row
This is the third year that the entire senior class of the 
School of Pharmacy has been able to vote for its favorite 
teachers. Previously, several student organizations recog­
nized outstanding teachers, but students who did not be­
long to these organizations were voiceless. That has 
changed with the institution of the recent Teacher of the 
Year Award.
Students are able to vote for one faculty member from 
pharmaceutical sciences and one from pharmacy practice. 
This year’s recipient from pharmaceutical sciences was 
again Dr. Bernard G. Keller. Dr. Keller arrived on campus 
in 1960 as Professor of Pharmaceutics and Chairman of the 
Department. He has taught in many areas of the curricu­
lum. In the 1970’s he served in Oklahoma City, having been 
appointed Assistant Dean for Clinical Services. He served 
as Dean during the 1980’s. He retired at the end of the 1994 
school year.
Tom Davis, M.D., was again the recipient of the phar­
macy practice award. Dr. Davis graduated from SWSC (as 
it was then known) in 1970. Among his activities as an 
undergraduate, he was President of the Student American 
Pharmaceutical Association (now known as SWPhA). He 
received his M.D. from the University of Oklahoma College 
of Medicine and has been associated with SWOSU in sev­
eral capacities since that time. He returned to SWOSU in 
1992, as an Associate Professor in Pharmacy Practice.
THE SIG is pleased to be able to add to the praise and 
further publicize these two fine individuals.
Sue Morris Leaves
After 17 years of distinguished service for the School, 
Sue Morris has left Southwestern and returned to Wichita, 
Kansas to be near her family. Sue was the hard-working 
secretary in the Dean’s office who worked with everyone 
and was very cheerful all the time, in spite of having to 
work with faculty every day. She was well-known for her 
pleasant personality when working with administration, 
faculty, and students. Sue is from Anthony, Kansas and 
came to work as a secretary in the Dean’s office in 1976. 
She was a past president of the Support Personnel Council 
on campus and a member of Professional Secretaries Inter­
national. She has two sons, Tony and Torey. Sue was a 
regular member of the Restoration Church in Weatherford 
and taught the college age Sunday-school class. Having 
four brothers and an elderly mother in the Wichita area, 
Sue decided it was time to move near home. When she 
announced she was leaving, the faculty had a large dinner 
for her complete with gifts and many well-wishes. Sue is 
currently working as a secretary in Wichita, and she 
wanted to be remembered to all THE SIG readers she 
worked with over the years.
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Dr. H.F.Timmons 
Retires
Dr. Homer F. Timmons, well-known to alumni spanning 
back over four decades, retired as of June 30, 1994. Born in 
Mangum, Dr. Timmons worked in the Mycology Section of 
the Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation from 1952- 
1954. He also taught at Central High School in Oklahoma 
City in 1954-55 while working toward his Ph.D. in Medical 
Sciences at O.U. He served as a Graduate Assistant at the 
Oklahoma University Biological Station on Lake Texhoma 
each summer from 1956-1961.
Dr. Timmons was hired by Southwestern in 1956, serv­
ing in Chemistry and Biology for a period of 2 years. During 
this time, he also taught Physiology to pharmacy students. 
He completed his Ph.D. in 1963, and was hired by the 
School of Pharmacy as Professor of Physiology and Pharma­
cology in 1965, teaching Physiology, Pathology, and Toxi­
cology. He also taught Drug Abuse following the death of 
Normal Foster. That course was developed into a program 
for the State Department of Education in 1978.
He was appointed Chair of the Physiology/Pharmacology 
Division in 1966, serving in that capacity until 1979. Dur­
ing that time, he was Project Director for the revolutionary 
Gerontology program that rotated students through nurs­
ing homes, making them proficient in consultant phar­
macy.
He was appointed Associate Dean in 1973, and was also 
Chair of the Division of Pharmaceutical Sciences for a time 
during the mid-seventies.
He served as Acting Dean of the School of Pharmacy, 
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences during 1979-1981, 
prior to the appointment of Dr. Bernard Keller as Dean. He 
served as Acting Dean again in 1987 prior to the appoint­
ment of Dr. David Bergman.
In 1981, he was named the Dean of the School of Health 
Sciences, which included Pharmacy, Allied Health and 
Nursing. He served in that position up to the time of his 
retirement.
He stresses that pharmacists are living in exciting times 
and have profound opportunities to change health care for 
the better. He feels fortunate that he was able to help 
students grow toward fulfilling these roles. He asked the 
editors to relate that the has met multitudes of bright and 
interesting young people, and he hopes that he has stimu­
lated them to achieve their best during the time he taught 
them. He related that the best years of his professional life 
were those he spent in the classroom.
Dr. Timmons plans to remain in Weatherford, and fore­
sees increasing his involvement in community and state­
wide affairs. He will also serve the university as Elder 
Statesman, providing assistance when asked. His thirty- 
eight years of experience in the system ensure that he will 
be able to provide wise counsel when needed. He welcomes 
former students and would like to trade stories about old 
times at the School.
Jennifer Wyand Selected 
for Summer Internship
Student Jennifer Wyand has been tapped to participate 
in the prestigious and very competitive APhA/ASP summer 
internship program. This elite program allows excellent 
students to spend a summer at a large pharmaceutical 
manufacturer. Jennifer will be going to Parke-Davis.
Dr. H.F. Timmons prepares to enjoy retirement as he 
opens his Michelin Guide for Ireland.
Mark DeClerk - Eli Lilly Sales manager (l) and Skip 
Whitmer - Eli Lilly representative present a generous 
donation to Dean Bergman (c).
Dr. Prahhu Appointed 
Head of Newly Formed 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Department
For many years, basic sciences faculty have been as­
signed to one of four departments: Pharmacology and Toxi­
cology, Medicinal Chemistry, Pharmaceutics, or Pharmacy 
Administration. However, recent retirements caused some 
departments to have few professors. This, coupled with the 
need to streamline communications and management, ne­
cessitated a restructuring. The four departments were 
consolidated to create the new department, to be known as 
the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences. Dr. Vilas 
Prabhu was appointed as Chair. Among his activities as 
the new chair were to collect and assess the objectives of the 
new department. He also provided valuable leadership in 
guiding the school through the recent all-faculty retreat 
held at Roman Nose State Park. At this retreat the faculty 
considered the integration of pharmaceutical care into the 
total curriculum. He will also assume the traditional role 
of faculty evaluations. He joined the faculty in the Depart­
ment of Medicinal Chemistry in 1980. His B.S. was re­
ceived at the University of Bombay, his M.S. at Idaho State 
University, and his Ph.D. at the University of Texas at 
Austin.
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Dr. Scruggs Pilots 
University Through 
Successful NCA Visit
For the past several years, Dr. Jim Scruggs served as 
chair of the NCA (North Central Accreditation) Commit­
tee, the group responsible for preparing the self-study 
report for the NCA body which accredits the entire univer­
sity. Last fall, the NCA team came to the campus for its 
official accreditation visit, and the campus received an 
excellent report. They particularly praised the quality of 
the self-study and how it was done. Dr. Scruggs is to be 
commended for his leadership in this area.
Highlights of
Alumni Survey
As part of the accreditation process, we sent all alumni 
a survey last year. We sent out 3500 surveys and had a 38 
percent response rate. Some of the highlights include: 35 
percent are independents, 27 percent are in chains, 16 
percent in hospital, 6 percent in government sites, and the 
rest scattered over several sites. Ninety-three percent still 
work in the pharmacy field, and over 50 percent have not 
changed jobs in the last five years. Half the respondents 
use SWOSU to obtain CE, and over half are members of 
their state association. The respondents strongly agreed 
they are accepted as a pharmacist by the public, were 
trusted by the public, and they were adequately trained by 
the School. The strongest area of agreement was recom­
mending SWOSU as an institution to obtain a pharmacy 
education. Seventy percent said they are satisfied with the 
profession and would continue to make it a life-long career.
The Team, 1994 version.
Alumni (l-r) Payton Sherman, Boh Fetzer and Greg Brown 
discuss old times at the Special 964-f66 class reunion 
during homecoming.
Dean Bergman proudly holds KE - faculty basketball 
trophy high at Spring 1994 convocation.
KE Vs Faculty:
The Old Lion Roars
The 1994 KE Vs Faculty Charity basketball game was 
the antitheses of the 1993 debacle which saw the KE ma­
chine with “professional” talent slaughter a small (and old) 
faculty team. Well, long before the epic 1994 meeting, the 
word on the street was the faculty were coming back —and 
coming back with a vengeance. The city faculty practicing 
in the fall o f ’93. The older Weatherford faculty rested up 
in anticipation of the event. Yes, it was come-back time for 
the academicians. A full compliment of faculty suited up, 
almost all in black shirts., and it was indeed a black day for 
the feisty KE team. The faculty were up for this game, and 
they dominated the boards the entire evening. With a 
strategy designed by the old master himself, Coach Dean 
Bergman, the faculty offense proved overpowering, and an 
unusually stout defense which touted the talents of some of 
the key offensive players kept the KE machine off-balance 
the entire evening. By the time the fat referee sang, the 
score was faculty 71, KE 58.
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Faculty Activities
Publications
Dennis Thompson published several papers in U.S. Phar­
macist, including “Is Ketamine Effective in the Treatment of 
Priapism?”, “What Role Does Zinc Have in the Treatment of 
Macular Degeneration?”, and “What is the Role of 4-ASA 
Enemas in Ulcerative Colitis?”....Barry Gales and Mark Gales 
co-authored several papers, including “Recognition of Severe 
Cefoxime-Induced Diarrhea,” for Clinical Pharmacy, 
“Erythema Multiforme and Angioedema with Indapamide and 
Sertraline for The American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy, 
and Barry Gales co-authored “Nutritional Support Teams: A 
Review of Comparative Trials” with MJ Gales for Annals of 
Pharmacotherapy....Vilas Prabhu was invited to contribute 
two chapters to the 10th edition of Wilson and Gisvold’s 
Textbook of Organic and Pharmaceutical Chemistry....Larry 
Segars authored “Publication Rates of U.S. School and Col­
leges of Pharmacy 1976-1992” for Pharmacotherapy....Dean 
David Bergman published eight continuing education articles 
for Southern Pharmacy Journal, as well as “AIDS & Commu­
nity Practice” and 5 CE articles involving the community 
pharmacist for Southern Pharmacy Journal....Mark Gales 
authored “Oral Antihypertensives for Hypertensive Urgen­
cies” in Annals of Pharmacotherapy....David Coates and Ken 
Rose published the results of their project, “The Effect of 
Hyperbaric Pressure Upon the Behavioral Response to Drugs 
in Rats”, in the Underwater Intervention 1994 Conference 
Proceedings of the Marine Technology Society and The Asso­
ciation of Diving Contractors.... Penny Skaehill and Dana Reid 
Pierce published “Drug-Induced Lichen Planus” in the Annals
of Pharmacotherapy.....Dennis Thompson published several
papers in the Annals of Pharmacotherapy, including “Tricyclic 
Antidepressant Withdrawal Syndrome,” “Reassessment of 
Measuring Total Iron Binding Capacity in Acute Iron Over­
dose,” “Deferoxamine Treatment of M alaria,” and 
“Dexrazoxane in the Prevention of Doxorubicin-Induced 
Cardiotoxicity”.... Nina Morris published “Standards and 
Guidelines for Pharmacy Practice Experience Programs” in 
the American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education....Dana 
Reid Pierce published a correspondence course for Pharmat, 
“Hormone Therapy/Replacement, Birth Control, and 
Fertility....ElGenia French published “Metabolic Changes in 
the Elderly and How they Affect Medications” in U.S. 
Pharmacist....Ben Welch and Dennis Thompson published 
“Opiate Antagonists for the Treatment of Schizophrenia” in 
the Journal of Clinical Pharmacy and Therapeutics....Penny 
Skaehill and Dennis Thompson published “Drug-Induced Li­
chen Planus” in Pharmacotherapy....Larry Segars and Brent 
Kourt published “When the Prescription Says Leeches,” in the 
American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy....Dave Coates and 
Ken Rose published “A Method for Screening the Potentially 
Disruptive Behavioral Effects of Drugs Under Hyperbaric 
Pressure” in the Journal of Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical 
Society Supplement....Barry Gales and Dana Riley published 
“Improved Total Parenteral Nutrition Therapy by a Nutri­
tional Support Team” in Hospital Pharmacy....Penny Skaehill 
published “Extravasation” in P&T....Steve Pray published 
twelve articles for his “Consult Your Pharmacist” column in 
U.S. Pharmacist and contributed an article for the Annual 
Home Health Care Supplement....Larry Segars' letter to The 
Annals of Pharmacotherapy discussing the Pharmacotherapy 
Exam was published in December 1994....Steve Pray co­
authored the annual Reviews of new OTC Drugs in American 
Pharmacy in February 1994 and February 1995....Dennis 
Thompson published “Drug-Induced Parotitis” in the Jour­
nal of Clinical Pharmacy and Therapeutics....Barry Gales
published “Indapamide, Sertraline May Cause Erythema 
Multiforme,” in Drug Utilization Review....Mark Gales pub­
lished “Combination Sucralfate and Histamine-2-Antagonist 
Therapy” in Annals of Pharmacotherapy. Benny French pub­
lished “The Assessment Program at Southwestern Oklahoma 
State University” in The Pipeline, a national newsletter for 
geriatric education centers.
Meetings
Nina Morris served as a delegate to the APhA Annual 
Meeting in Seattle in 1994....Ben Welch attended the 1994
AACP Meeting in Albuquerque........ Vilas Prabhu attended
the 1994 AACP Meeting in Albuquerque....Steve Pray at­
tended several small group NABPLEX meetings and the an­
nual meeting of the NABPLEX Review Committee in 
Chicago....ElGenia French attended the 1994 Annual Meeting 
of ASCP in Boston, the 1994 AACP Convention in Albuquer­
que, and the Fifth Annual Oklahoma Conference on Advance­
ment of Women in Higher Education Benny French attended 
the AACP Annual Meeting in Albuquerque, the OPhA Annual 
Convention and OPhA Midwinter Meeting ....K eith  
Reichmann attended the NARD Annual Convention in India­
napolis, and the NARD Expo in Nashville....Patti Harper 
attended the Pharmat User's Conference in Kansas 
City....Larry Segars attended the 1994 Winter Practice and 
Research Forum Meeting of the American College of Clinical 
Pharmacy in San Diego....Pete Ratto attended the 1994 AACP 
meeting in Albuquerque....Dennis Thompson attended the 
1994 ACCP Meeting in St. Louis....Penny Skaehill attended 
the ACCP Winter Practice and Research Forum in 
Orlando... .Dana Reid Pierce attended the AACP Annual Meet­
ing in Albuquerque... .Nina Morris was the Faculty Advisor for 
the Region 6 ASP-APhA Midyear Meeting in Austin....Barry 
Gales attended the 1993 ASHP Midyear Meeting in Atlanta, 
the 1994 ASHP Midyear in Miami Beach, and the 1994 AACP 
Meeting in Albuquerque....David Ralph attended the 6th Dis­
trict NABP/AACP Meeting in Waterville Valley, New Hamp­
shire.... Dr. Bergman attended the 1994 AACP meeting in 
Albuquerque, the 1994 AACP Council of Deans in Hilton Head, 
South Carolina, and the 1995 Council of Deans Meeting in 
Washington, DC....Nina Morris attended the Annual Meeting 
of the American Society of Consultant Pharmacy (ASCP) in 
New Orleans..... Steve Pray attended a meeting of non-pre­
scription products teachers at Procter & Gamble Headquar­
ters in Cincinnati....Dana Reid Pierce attended the ACCP 
Winter Practice and Research Forum in Orlando....Penny 
Skaehill attended the AACP Annual Meeting in 
Albuquerque....Mark Gales attended the 1993 ASHP Midyear 
in Atlanta and the 1994 Midyear in Miami Beach
Students (l-r) John Rodden, Roy Mason, Labeed Diab, 
and Beth Lacy with their study results at the activity fair 
to recognize facultylstudent research projects.
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Dr. Dennis Thompson (r) chaired the historic 1994 Phar­
maceutical Care conference in Oklahoma City. Speakers 
(l-r) included OSHP President Barbara Poe, OPhA Presi­
dent Bobby Richardson, Dr. Cal Knowlton (APhA Presi­
dent-elect), OPhA Director John Donner, and Dr. Max 
Ray, nationally-known hospital pharmacist.
Presentations
ElGenia French, Nina Morris, and Benny French presented a 
poster: “Development of a Pilot Interdisciplinary Geriatric/Ger- 
ontology Assessment Program in Rural Southwestern Okla­
homa” at the Consensus Development Conference on Research in 
Aging....Barry Gales and Mark Gales presented two posters at 
the 1993 ASHP Midyear and the 1994 OSHP Annual Meeting: 
“Erythema Multiforme and Angioedema Associated with 
Indapamide and Sertraline Therapy....Dana Reid Pierce and 
Penny Skaehill presented “Eclampsia Past and Present” at the 
OSHP Annual Meeting in Tulsa....Dave Coates and Ken Rose 
presented “The Effects of Hyperbaric Pressure Upon the Behav­
ioral Response to Drugs” at numerous locations, including the 
YMCA National Scuba Divers Convention in San Pedro CA, the 
1994 AACP Meeting in Albuquerque, and the UHMS Annual 
Scientific Meeting in Denver....Nina Morris addressed the PEP 
Sig Meeting of the AACP in Albuquerque.... Steve Pray presented 
“Health Hazards of Non-Prescription Drug Products: Implica­
tions for Retail, Hospital and Consultant Pharmacists,” to phar­
macists in Las Vegas.... Larry Segars and Dennis Thompson 
presented “Publication Rates of U.S. Schools and Colleges of 
Pharmacy 1976-1992” at the ACCP Annual Meeting in St. 
Louis....Penny Skaehill and Dana Reid Pierce presented “Hyper­
tension in Pregnancy” at the Oklahoma Conference on Advance­
ment of Women in Higher Education....Ben Welch presented 
“Panic Disorder” to the Medical Transcriptionists of Oklahoma, 
and also provided a presentation for the Myasthenia Gravis 
Support Group of Oklahoma City....ElGenia French presented 
“Breast Cancer: Risks and Prevention” and “Skin Care for 
Women of the ‘90’s: Wrinkles, Bumps and Moles” at the Fifth 
Annual Oklahoma Conference on Advancement of Women in 
Higher Education....Nina Morris presented “Improving Your 
Patient Counseling Skills” to the regional Kappa Epsilon Meet­
ing in Oklahoma City....Barry Gales and Mark Gales presented 
two posters at the 1994 ASHP Midyear in Miami Beach: “Acute 
Renal Failure with Amphotericin B in 20% Lipid Emulsion” and 
“Prolonged Retention of Sodium Polystyrene Sulfonate 
Enemas”....Steve Pray presented “Optimal Vapor Therapy,” via 
live broadcasts to a national audience of pharmacists via satellite 
hook-ups, originating from broadcast studios of the Wal-Mart 
National Office and K-Mart National Office....Dana Reid Pierce 
and Penny Skaehill presented “Promotion and Assessment of 
Verbal Communication Skills in Pharmacy Schools” at the Albu­
querque AACP meeting....Barry Gales presented “Risk Factors 
for Falls in the Hospitalized Elderly” at the 1994 OSHP Fall 
Meeting....ElGenia French presented “Consultant Pharmacy 
Course to Expose Pharmacy Students to Activities and Opportu­
nities in LTC” to the ASCP Annual Meeting in Boston.
Research; Grants
Vilas Prabhu, Gus Ortega, Mike Deimling, Ed Wanek and 
Mark Hudgens are researching drug-drug and drug-IV solu­
tion incompatibilities, using spectroscopic methods....ElGenia 
French has submitted grant applications to continue the 
Southwestern Wellness Assessment Program and to develop 
standards for a collaborative, integrated, national interactive 
technology system for the delivery of pharmacy education to 
non-traditional distance learners....Keith Reichmann contin­
ues his research on non-aqueous emulsions....Ben Welch re­
ceived $4000 from Marion Merrell Dow to establish a computer 
bulletin board system for the School of Pharmacy....Dennis 
Thompson received a $2000 grant from the ASHP Research 
and Education Foundation in support of a Pharmaceutical 
Care Conference....Dr. Bergman received $55,000 from Eli 
Lilly to update the computers in the Pharmaceutics II and 
Pharmaceutics III Laboratories
Sneha Prabhu, Dr. Vilas Prabhu, Valerie Bernhardt 
Lorenz (Class o f ’76), Dr. William Bernhardt, Theta Juan 
Bernhardt, and President Hibler bask in the glow o f  the 
first Bernhardt Evening o f  Excellence.
Dr. Prabhu Wins the 
Inaugural Bernhardt Award
The year of 1994 saw the introduction of a new award for 
faculty. Dr. William and Theta Juan Bernhardt both gradu­
ated from Southwestern in the late 1940’s. One of Bill’s 
degrees was the B.S. in Pharmacy. Theta Juan taught in the 
Mid-Del City school system and Bill attended medical school, 
subsequently practicing in the Midwest City area. Both have 
been active in various community and professional areas.
They had fond memories of their days at Southwestern and 
appreciated the contribution that education had made to their 
lives. In recognition of this, they established an endowment 
which allows for an annual “Evening of Academic Excellence”, 
culminating in the recognition of an outstanding faculty mem­
ber. The criteria for this $2,500 award are having achieved 
exceptionally in teaching, scholarship, and service. A commit­
tee composed of alumni and students chose the recipient.
The inaugural banquet was held April 1, 1994. Dr. Charles 
Chapman of the Music Department provided the entertain­
ment. Dr. Douglas Fox, retired Chairman and CEO of Tri- 
bune/Swab-Fox Co. Inc. was the keynote speaker. Suspense 
was high as the evening built to its climax. Dr. Vilas Prabhu 
was announced as the recipient of the award for 1994. Among 
his achievements, Dr. Joe Anna Hibler noted his chapter in the 
medicinal chemistry textbook and his research in facilitating 
intradermal transport through iontophoresis, for which his 
group has filed a patent.
THE SIG is proud that Dr. Prabhu’s work resulted in the 
inaugural Bernhardt Award coming to the School of Phar­
macy.
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Miscellaneous
Larry Segars is now a Board Certified Pharmacotherapy 
Specialist, and will be an item writer/reviewer for the 1995 
Pharmacotherapy Board Exam....Keith Reichmann serves 
on the Board of Directors of the Weatherford Unit of the 
American Cancer Society....Dennis Thompson continues as 
Assistant Editor of Drugdex and Co-Editor of “Therapeutic 
Controversies” for Annals of Pharmacotherapy....Barry 
Gales participated in the Habitat for Humanity Blitz House 
Project sponsored by Baptist Medical Center....Ben Welch 
was appointed Chairman of the Professional Projects Com­
mittee for Kappa Psi....Nina Morris is AACP Faculty Del­
egate for 1995, and serves on the Section of Pharmacy 
Practice Task Force on Section-PEP-SIG  
Relations....ElGenia French continues to serve on the Pan­
orama Committee. ...Vilas Prabhu is President-Elect of the 
Weatherford Rotary Club....Barry Gales was the OSHP 
Newsletter Editor for 1993-94....Mark Gales helps staff the 
Free Health Care Clinic supported by Baptist Medical 
Center....Sara Marquis is enrolled in the non-traditional 
Pharm.D. program at Idaho State University....Lynne 
Studier serves on the Advisory Board for New Horizons 
Mental Health Center....David Ralph is involved in the 
development of an affiliate chapter of Habitat for 
Humanity....Patti Harper serves on the Development Foun­
dation Board of Phi Beta Lambda....Penny Skaehill is the 
consultant pharmacist for the Transitional Care Unit at 
Mercy....Larry Segars was re-elected to the office of Secre­
tary for the Lakeshore Estates II Neighborhood Association 
and also serves as editor of the newsletter: The Lakeshore 
Line..... Mark Gales participated in the Habitat for Human­
ity program sponsored by Baptist Medical Center....Dennis 
Thompson is Chair of the Pharmaceutical Care Committee 
for OSHP and serves on the Publications Committee for 
ACCP....Barry Gales helps staff the Free Healthcare Clinic 
at Baptist Medical Center on a volunteer basis, where they 
see about 100 patients each night and fill over 300 
prescriptions....Pete Ratto is the President-Elect of the 
Oklahoma Pharmacy Heritage Foundation....Steve Pray is
Faculty members Dr. Dana Reid Pierce (l) and Dr. Penny 
Skaehill (r) present research work at the AACP conven­
tion in Albuquerque.
serving as a member of the Procter & Gamble Pharmacy 
Advisory Group....Patti Harper is an Adjunct Instructor for 
the SWOSU School of Business....Penny Skaehill is pre­
senting a continuous educational series about pain man­
agement to the nurses of Mercy Health Center....Ben Welch 
spent two weeks with Ciba-Geigy as part of the Pharmaceu­
tical M anufacturers’ Association faculty visitation  
program....Larry Segars was appointed to the Pharmacy 
and Therapeutics Committee for St. Anthony Hospital, 
serving as a pharmacotherapy consultant and coordinator 
of the hospital’s Adverse Drug Reaction Reporting 
System....Dana Reid Pierce received the Outstanding Ser­
vice Award at the 1994 OSHP meeting....ElGenia French is 
a charter member of the Weatherford Arts Council....Penny 
Skaehill volunteered in the Children’s Center 5K fund 
raiser, the Red Bud Classic 10K run to benefit the Infant 
Crisis Center, and the Renaissance 5K run to benefit the 
Oklahoma Regional Heart Pavilion and MWC  
Library....Mark Gales was the 1993-94 Associate Editor of 
the OSHP Newsletter....Keith Reichmann continues his 
Boy Scout work on the council and unit levels, and received 
an award for 35 years as a Boy Scout leader....Steve Pray 
provided studio-recorded voice-overs for a Kaz-sponsored 
animated/live-action videotape presentation on Vapor 
Therapy....Nina Morris serves on the Cordell Arts Council, 
the Cordell Band Boosters and the Cordell Sports Booster 
Clubs....David Ralph serves on the Weatherford Public 
Schools Foundation Board of Directors....Patti Harper 
coaches 12 and under girls’ softball....Penny Skaehill par­
ticipated in the Hefner Steak (a bike race to benefit Okla­
homa City Parks), the Greater Oklahoma Wheelchair Ath­
letic Association qualifying event for the Special Olympics, 
and the Mercy Employee Women’s Basketball Tournament
to benefit the Children’s Convalescent Center......... Larry
Segars continues to officiate high school football and base­
ball and officiated a second round play-off game for the Ok. 
Secondary Schools....Dennis Thompson is on the Bylaws 
and Policy Committee of AACP and also is on the Archives 
Committee....Barry Gales was a referee for the Annals of 
Pharmacotherapy and a member of the journal’s Clinical 
Nutrition Editorial Advisory Board.... Mark Gales is the 
1994-95 OSHP Program Committee Co-Chairman....Keith 
Reichmann is Secretary of the Weatherford Rotary 
Club....Larry Segars was chosen as the Southcentral Re­
gional Director for Alumni Affairs for Phi Delta Chi and 
was nominated for the 1995 Phi Delta Chi Albert B. 
Prescott/Glaxo Leadership Award....Benny French had a 
series of photographs published in the “Day In The Life”
issue of the Weatherford Daily News......As co-editors of the
Mercy Pharmacy Newsletter, Dana Reid Pierce and Penny 
Skaehill received the 1994 P&T Newsletter Exchange 
Award for Excellence in Communication in recognition of
their newsletter being the most frequently cited..... Benny
French was named to the key faculty of the Oklahoma 
Geriatric Education Center and made a member of the 
curriculum review faculty group.
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Chad Simpson (l), Kristin Chesterfield (c), and Jyme 
Davis (r) take part in patient counseling exercises.
Phi Lambda Sigma members (l-r) Jennifer Wyand, Nikki 
Hutson, and Pam Foster prepare the main ingredient for 
the PLS Bean Supper,
Phi Lambda Sigma 
Starts Mentor 
Program
Phi Lambda Sigma (PLS), the pharmacy leadership fra­
ternity is composed of the best and brightest leaders in the 
School. This fledgling chapter on our campus is already 
making a name for itself. In addition to PLS’s leadership in 
aiding the School on several fronts, such as teaching pro­
grams in the local schools and helping with the Southwest­
ern Wellness Assessment Program (SWAP), PLS has estab­
lished a mentor program with the newly-admitted first 
year pharmacy students. One PLS member is assigned to 
a few students in first-year seminar. PLS meets with the 
students twice in the seminar and also meets with them as 
needed outside the classroom. The overall attempt is to 
make the first year students less stressed out over school 
and its many demands. Initial impressions expressed by 
PLS members and the first year students are extremely 
favorable, and the mentor program will be continued and 
expanded.
Dr, Jim Scruggs (center with cake) is honored at an 
Annex Animals reception for his hard work on the NCA 
committee.
New Student NARD Chapter Formed
A  student chapter of the National Association of Retail 
Druggists has been formed at Southwestern. It was formed by 
Lane Nelson, a fifth year student from Chandler who is serv­
ing as the first president of the chapter. The officer’s slate is 
rounded out with Vice-President Chris White (Abilene), Secre­
tary Tonya Tucker (Ponca City), and Treasurer Suzanne 
Hodge (Dallas). White will assume duties as President for 
Fall, 1995. Dr. Jim Scruggs will serve as the chapter sponsor.
NARD has over 30 student chapters. The SWOSU chapter 
is one of 7 currently in the process of obtaining their national 
charter. The formal installation of the student chapter and 
recognition of its charter members will be held March 24. 
Lonnie Hollingsworth of L&H Pharmacy in Amarillo (past- 
president of NARD) will be the keynote speaker for the inau­
gural banquet.
A good deal of the impetus for the chapter was provided by 
Calvin Anthony of Stillwater, who spoke to the group on 
February 7th. Joe Bonnarens, the National Director of Stu­
dent Affairs, flew from Washington, D.C. to visit the fledgling 
chapter in January. He addressed several classes and dis­
cussed NARD at a meeting attended by over 80 students. The 
students plan to send a contingent to the annual convention in 
October, 1995.
The students ask that SWOSU alumni who are NARD 
members please consider providing start-up help to this ambi­
tious enterprise. Your experiences in owning your own store 
can enrich the students’ educational process if you have time 
to share them. Any donations would also be welcomed. How­
ever, if these are not feasible, please provide your name in any 
case so that a database can be kept. The enclosed form asks for 
this information. The small square containing our return 
address can be cut out and taped to an envelope containing the 
form. THE SIG appreciates your time and the students appre­
ciate your assistance. Please call the pharmacy school with 
any questions.
Name ________________________________________________________
Phone N o .____________________________________________________
Name of Pharmacy__________________________________________
Pharmacy Address__________________________________________
National Offices H eld _______________________________________
Year of Graduation__________________________________________
I will be able to support your new chapter by:
□  Serving as a Speaker/Resource □  Donation □  Other
Send to: NARD Student Chapter
School of Pharmacy
Southwestern OK. State University, Weatherford, OK 73096
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Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Association
1994-95 Members
The list below contains the names of alumni who were members of the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Association during 
the 1994-95 academic year. The editorship of THE SIG wishes to apologize for any misspellings or inadvertent omissions. If 
you will bring any corrections to our attention, we will print them in the next issue. If you recently joined the Association, your 




Daniel K. Anderson................ 1977
Andrus Derrell........................  1954
David K. Anpalagan............... 1982
Bill Arrington..........................  1977
Chalen E. Asher......................  1994
Russell Scott Atkinson......... 1976
Kenneth Austin.......................  1977
Carla Reich Baker..................  1984
Marsha Ballew........................  1980
Rebecca Trisler Bates........... 1991
Tina Bauer.................................1984
Carole Baxter....... ..................  1977
John V. Beck............................. 1965
Joe Bedolla.........................   1974
Edwin V. Bedwell.........;.........  1966
Gary W. Bell, Jr.......................  1991
Jerry Bennett........................... 1968
William G. Bernhardt........... 1948
Carl Birdsong........................... 1983
Michelle Blankenship........... 1988
Clarence Blekkenk.................  1970
Jason G. Bodner.....................  1994
Thomas G. Bolerjack............. 1968
Charles L. Bond.....................  1981
Shannon Bonnarens.............. 1990
John W. Boswell ....................  1967
Cris Brickey.............................1989
Kim Brickey.............................1989
David T. Bridges....................  1963
Mika Brooks.............................1993
Maria Bryant........................... 1990
Scott Buchanan......................  1993
Mike Bugher............................ 1967
Michael W. Bush....................  1977
C. James Calmes ...................  1955
Marilyn Kay Campbell......... 1975
Kathleen Carter.....................  1977
Teresa Castlebury.................  1993
John Ronald Cates................  1962
Kien B. Chau...........................  1991
Amy Sharp Choate................  1993
Ann-G. Lawrence Chowning 1989
James V. Christian...............  1960
Richard E. Christy................  1977
Edward K. Chung................... 1991
Erin Claiborne.........................  1994
Roger A. Clark.........................  1973
W. Raymond Clark................. 1977
Randall W. Clawson..............  1970
Van G. Coble............................ 1977
Jane A. Coffey........................  1970
Darel G. Collins.....................  1979
Sonja Swimmer Cooper........ 1986
Mark Cotton............................. 1981
Tommie J. Cozby.....................  1988
Jim Crook..................................1948
Maxine Schultz Crook.......... 1947
Burl Dean Culp.......................  1958
Robert Darby........................... 1969
Lance A. Davis.......................  1977
Ron Davis..................................1973




Charles Dickerson.................  1974
Larry Dillon...............................1973
Brent Dittmeyer.....................  1978





Daniel L. Downing................  1983
David G. Downing.................  1975




Dana “Biff” Eck...............    1978
Kenneth Eck............................ 1950
Valerie Eck.....................  1992
Naomi Elliott........................... 1993
Olen W. English.....................  1989
J.E. Epperson, I I ...................  1976
Phil Erdmann.......................... 1969
William (Bill) Erwin............. 1980
Doug L. Ethel.........................  1976




Melinda Fisher.......................  1986
Roger Dean Flanagan........... 1977
John W. Ford........................... 1969
Morris L. Foster.....................  1974
Danny Frame........................... 1975
Clay E. Franklin....................  1974
Gary L. Freeh.......................... 1967
David Fry....................................1975
Kenneth E. Funburg............. 1967





Paula E. Gates.......................  1977
Steven L. Gates......................  1977
Sinda B. Gee............................ 1979
Jerry Gillum............................ 1976
Glorine Godfrey......................  1947
Kathy Stockwell Goldsberry 1986
Robert Goode........................... 1977
Vicki Goode................................1977
Paul R. Goostree....................  1951
C.E. Graves................................1975
Stephanie Gray......................  1992
Miranda Green.......................  1980
Christine A. Griffin...............  1949
R. Russell Griffin..................  1974
Edward H. Grinnell..............  1947
Dale Gunnels........................... 1950
O.Y. (Gus) Guthrie................  1951
Truett Guthrie.......................  1970
Robert David Haas................  1977
Robert W. Hamilton..............  1952
James R. Hargis.....................  1978
George Lee Harlan................  1993





J. Michael Henderson...........  1971
Paul J. Hendrix....................... 1956
Jeff Henry................................ 1983
Barry Hermann....................... 1993
Terri Sheperd Herrod...........  1978
Dud Hire................................... 1961
Tom Hobza............................... 1968
Ralph Hodges..........................  1971
R. Michael Holcombe............ 1968
Jan Holley.................................1984
Willard Hoisted......................  1966
Lawrence Dale Hoover, Jr... 1957
Sharron M. Horn....................  1976
Truman M. Horn....................  1976
Dyron L. Howell.....................  1989
Kelly Humphreys...................  1993
Bill Hunter................................1978
Garrett Huxall.......................  1979




Richard L. Irby.......................  1966
Greg Jantz.................................1992
Laura L. Jarrett.....................  1986
Melissa A. Jay........................  1988
Darlene Johnston..................  1968
Cecil D. Jones.........................  1947
Donald G. Jones.................. . 1962
Lugene Ethel Jones...............  1977
Adam Jordan........................... 1990





Kelly Lucas King...................  1987
Toby K ite.................................. 1994




Bill C. LaValley...................... 1973
Nancy Lehr............................... 1986
Vicky Lewis.............................. 1984
Gary D. Linderman...............  1977






Caron Dressier Lowden........ 1991
John Wayne Lunsford........... 1973
Elaine L u st.............................. 1992
Vu Luu................... ................... 1989
James T. Lynch.........*............  1970
Linda Payne Lynch...............  1970
Bobby Mahnken.....................  1950
Johnny Lee Marshall............ 1975
Larry Martin............................ 1980
Sharon Matheson...................  1975
Max Maupin..............................1950
Bobby L. Maynard.................  1977
Shelley Mays............................ 1991
GRAD.
Gregg McCauley.....................  1986
Temple McClernon................  1977
Robert McGough....................  1978
Gina Meador............................ 1979
Warren Meador......................  1974
C. Dwight Meeks....................  1961
DeLaine Meier........................  1971
Patricia G. Meier...................  1973
Joe L. Milligan........................ 1961
Bhavesh Modi...................... . 1994
B.J. Moore................................1984
John R. Moore......................... 1959
Keith Moore.............................1984
Tolbert Moore.......................... 1981
Patricia Moorman..................  1977
Mary Ellen Morehart............  1990
Yvette Yepa Morrison........... 1988
Saundra Kay Mouse..............  1968




Thomas V. Nunn ..................... 1976
DeAnn Curtis Ogilvie...........  1991
R. Kent Ozon........................... 1989
Vernon A. Pape, Jr.................  1978
Rex L. Parish..........................  1975
James E. Parker....................  1976
Ethan (Bud) Parrett ............. 1970
Barry Parrish.......................... 1985
Suzanne Howe Patel............. 1987
Yogesh (Yogi) Patel...............  1985
Jolene Patterson............... ..... 1982
Russell Pelzel.......................... 1989
Laura Pendrick......................  1985
David Pickett........................... 1969
Joe N. Pierce.... ....................... 1974
Yvonne Pilgrim......................  1991
Kelly R. Poarch......................  1994
Richard L. Poore....................  1967
James W. Porter....................  1969
Frank M. Post, Jr...................  1983
Bryan Potter............................ 1957
W. Ray Potts............................ 1971
Kelly Pratt................................1982




Harold J. Raff.........................  1956
Suann Raff................................ 1980








Becky Scott Reed....................... 1977
Paul E. Reed...............................1984
Rebecca Reed..............................1985
Glenn Rusty Rex....................... 1973
Robert J. Reynolds.................... 1953
Scott Reynolds............................1978
James R. Rhymer...................... 1954
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.... 1985 ..........1989 Michael Vaught................. ....... 1979 Skip Whitmer................... .........1974
.... 1970 Kathy Smith .................... ..........1993 Thomas E. Vogel............... ........1952 Richard Widney................ .........1969
Ed Riddle................................ .... 1967 Rita Reid Smith.............. ..........1972 Gwen Ayers Walker.......... ........1986 Karen S. Williams............ .........1983
.... 1962 Ryan D. Smith................. ..........1994 John Walker...................... ........1972 Nolen Dale Williams....... ........ 1950
1974 ..........1979 Gregory W all..................... ....... 1978 John M. Willis.................. .........1984
Alan Roach.............................. .... 1983 John Smotherman........... ..........1957 Martha Jane Wallace ...... ....... 1990 Leon Wills......................... ........ 1964
1990 1957 Michael Wallace................ ....... 1991 Craig Winstel................... .........1979
Johnny Roberts ....... .... 1987 Terry Spears.................... ..........1979 Ronnie J. Wann................. ....... 1970 R.G. Witherspoon, Jr....... ........ 1971
Earl Robertson...................... .... 1981 Greg D. Spencer.............. ..........1983 Virginia Ray Nall Ward ... ....... 1967 Bill Wittrock..................... ........ 1972
Jamie Robison .... 1976 C. Price Stanley............... ..........1978 Diane Wasinger................. ....... 1989 Dan W. Woods.................. ........ 1959
John Rodden 1994 Rerry M  Stephens ..........1943 Terry Tim Wasson............ ....... 1975 Jim Woods ........................ ........ 1952
Jeff Roll wit z ........................... .... 1984 Loreta Stewart................ ..........1966 Sheila Watts...................... ....... 1989 Tom Worth........................ .........1973
Brenda Hunt Ross................. .... 1984 Larry J. Stiger................. ..........1964 Travis Watts...................... ....... 1990 Ron Wrestler.................... .........1973
Lee Ross.................................. .... 1990 Dennis Storch.................. ..........1980 David Waiser............................. 1985 James B. Wright.............. .........1954
Regina Robinson Ruffin .... 1986 Lynne Strickland............ ..........1977 Patricia Webb Welch....... ....... 1979 Judith Elaine Wright...... .........1990
Dale Rush 1963 Mont.e Tj. Stmtton ........... ..........1980 Clark H. Wells........................... 1979 Karen Leann Wright....... .........1994
Robert H Schmidt . 1968 Joyce Supak....... ..........1983 Sandy White....................... ....... 1978 Marcia Wronowski........... .........1992
Linda Schultz ... .... 1991 Bobby Sway den............... ..........1957 Patricia K. Whitmer......... ....... 1973 Arnold Yosten................... .........1981
Donald F. Scott....................... .... 1952 Jan Christian Sykes...... ..........1980
Arthur J Seely Jr .... 1983 Kohen H. Tabor............... ......... 1964 ________________
Denise Segars......................... .... 1987 Mark Tackett................... ......... 1979 ▼












Lynn Van Steenvoort................. 1982
Gayland Vandiver.......................1974
Steven Vaughan..........................1984
Syntex Preceptor o f  the Year Mike Seybold, Class o f  ’78, 
and wife Peggy at the 1994 Senior Banquet
Our own President Joe Anna Hihler being inducted into 
the Oklahoma Higher Education Hall o f  Fame,
The Adventures 
of Steve
You cannot keep a good man down, especially when it is 
Dr. W. Steven Pray. In fact, the really hard part is simply 
keeping up with him. We all know him as a prolific writer. 
He has a regular column in US Pharmacist, and he contrib­
utes to other journals as well. As an authority in the OTC 
field, he is asked to critique work in this growing area. 
Steve frequently flies to Chicago to NABPLEX meetings 
where he works on the committee which develops the test. 
In recent years, he has become the national spokesperson 
for the Kaz corporation, a leader in the vaporizer industry. 
While you have not have seen him locally, he has appeared 
on television for Kaz in most of the northern markets. 
Although he does not publicize it, his expertise has been 
sought for product development as well. He will be appear­
ing on national TV later this year. While he is not doing 
anything else, Steve is busy writing a textbook on the OTC 
field which should appear in a few years. In between all 
these other duties, he finds time to raise grubs for his 
fiddleback and tarantula spiders he uses for instructional
1994 Alumnus o f  the Year C liff Meece (third from right), purposes in his classes. As we said, you cannot keep a good
Class o f ’59, surrounded by proud members o f  his family, man down. — wbf
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Continuing
Continuing Education at Southwestern under director Patti Harper has a full slate for 1995. We have provided basic 
information about our regular seminars, our travel seminars (want to cruise?), our Consultant Pharmacist Certificate Program 
(CPCP), and our correspondence courses. We have provided a convenient form to request more information. Ms. Harper, 
Director of Continuing Education, can be reached at: (405) 774-3190.
Regular Seminar Schedule
Date Title of 
Program
Location Speakers
October 1 Practicing Weatherford: William B. French,
(SWOSU Pharmaceutical SWOSU Ph.D., R.Ph.
Homecoming) Care Conference 
Center 
Corner of 7th 
& Davis
David A. Ralph, 
Ph.D., R.Ph.













Tom Davis, MD j 
Ed Fisher, Ph.D., R.Ph. 
Larry Segars, Pharm.D., 
R.Ph.
Program Schedule (All Seminars)
Saturday: Registration - 8:00 AM Sunday: Registration - 7:30 AM
Program - 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM Program - 8:00 Am to 5:00 PM
(7 Hours Credit) (8 Hours of Credit)
Fees and Registration
Pre-registration Fee: $7.00/Hour Walk-in Fee $9.00/Hour
Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation, Inc. is approved by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education as a 
provider of continuing pharmaceutical education.
Student Lance Richards helping out at the all-pharmacy 
school sponsored Billy Springer Benefit Dinner. Billy is 
a pharmacy student who received a heart transplant.
The winners o f the first annual pharmaceutical care 
design contest: (l-r) Asish Upadhyaya, Steven Mossa, Rita 
Bain, Jason Keller, Kalpesh Patel, and Danny Brown.
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Caribbean Cruise Continuing 
Education Travel Seminar
This cruise is October 14-21, 1995. Reservations need to be made promptly by May 15.
Basic Description: You will fly to Miami (Cost of flight is included in the trip cost) and board the superliner Imagination. 
You will enjoy a terrific 7-day vacation with tropical ports of call to Playa del Carmen, Cosumel, Grand Cayman, and Ocho Rios.
Continuing Education: There is a full 15 hours of CE on this trip. The CE fee is a flat $180.00 per person, which is due by 
July 15. The programs will be present by Dr. Vilas Prabhu and Dr. Michael Deimling. The topics include: “Bacterial Resistance 
to Antibiotics”, “Peptic Ulcer Disease”, “New Drugs Part I and II.”
Costs:
Cabin Category 4:
Cabin Category 6 
CE Fee
Cruise Vacation Plan and 
Protection Ins.
Costs Not included in the above include: shore excursions, medical services, items of a personal nature, such as bar 
beverages, shop purchases, beauty salon, massage services, gambling, and service/porterage gratuities.
A $200.00 deposit is required by May 15 to reserve space.
For More Information: Contact the Continuing Education Office at (405) 774-3190.
$1429.00 per person 
$1529.00 per person 
$ 180.00 per person 
$ 69.00 per person
Consultant Pharmacist 
Certificate Program
The Consultant Pharmacist Certificate Program (CPCP) is a professional education program designed for community and 
hospital pharmacists who have a practice focus of monitoring drug therapy of institutional geriatric patients. Emphases of 
CPCP include: learning pathophysiological changes and their influence on drug therapy, performing clinical drug therapy 
monitoring (DTM) in geriatric patients, communicating DTM findings to health care professionals, and functioning as a 
consultant pharmacist. The program also highlights specialized drug and disease-state knowledge, clinical drug therapy 
monitoring skills, and the application of knowledge and skills to pharmacotherapeutic management of geriatric patients.
Basic design of the program:
The program is composed of ten modules made of 4 hour workshops (except the first one, which is 8 hours in length), printed 
materials, videotape presentations and exercises covering one or two disease states per module. The flow is one workshop each 
month at either an Oklahoma City or Tulsa location. At the end of each workshop, videotapes and other materials are 
distributed to be used before the next workshop. Written patient cases from practice are required for the Consultant 
Pharmacist Certificate (CPC). The written cases are not required for the Geriatric Pharmacy Practice Certificate (GPPC). 
Participants have about two months to complete all work at the end of the workshop series. Those interested in these programs 
should contact Ms. Harper for details explaining the difference between the two certificates.
CE credit: CPC participants receive 145 hours of ACPE approved credit over a two year period. GPPC participants receive 
125 hours of credit.
The faculty include ElGenia French, Pharm.D., R.Ph., Nina Morris, Pharm.D., R.Ph., and Penny Skaehill, Pharm.D., R.Ph.
Enrollment: There is a limited enrollment for CPCP. Registration is due by May 15, 1995. The registration fee which 
includes the required textbook is $1,100 per person.
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Alumni News
Yvette Yeppa Morrison (Class o f ’88), Pharm.D. is one of 
207 pharm acists who recently passed the 
Pharmacotherapy Specialty Certification Examination. 
The examination recognizes pharmacists who have ad­
vanced knowledge in drug therapy. After graduation 
Yvette completed a residency at W.W. Hastings Indian 
Hospital. She subsequently completed the Pharm.D. degree 
and an Infectious Disease post-doc at OU. Dr. Morrison is 
currently Clinical Assistant Professor at the OU College of 
Pharmacy.
Terry Hargis (Class o f '75) and David Doherty (Class of 
80) have opened MD Pharmacy in the MD Physicians Medi­
cal Center In Amarillo.
Cliff Meece (Class o f ’59 ) was honored as the School of 
Pharmacy Outstanding Alumnus during the 1994 Senior 
Banquet. Cliff and his family have been strong supporters 
of the School for many years.
In Memoriam
David McMillan (Class of ’69 passed 
away recently).
LonnyWilson 
Awarded Bowl o f  
Hygeia for
Lonny Wilson (Class o f’73) of Midwest City was awarded 
the Wyeth-Ayerst Bowl of Hygeia for Outstanding Commu­
nity Service presented by Wyeth-Ayerst representative 
John Osterman during ceremonies at the OPhA Annual 
Convention. He is currently Executive Director of Phar­
macy Providers of Oklahoma. Lonny’s list of community 
service leaves no doubt why he was selected for this very 
special honor. He is very active in the Midwest City/Del 
City school system and recently received the Outstanding 
Volunteer Award from the Mid-Del public schools. He is a 
past OPhA president, member of numerous OPhA commit­
tees, involved with the Oklahoma Heritage Foundation, 
OKPharmPac, NARD Steering Committee, consults for the 
OSBI, and is a member of the OSTAR drug utilization 
committee. He is a past Outstanding Alumnus for the 
School, member of the SW Pharmacy Alumni Foundation 
Board of Directors, frequent lecturer in Senior Seminar 
and strong supporter of the School. He has done a lot more 
things, and THE SIG says congratulations for a job well 
done and a well-deserved honor.
Lonny and his wife Ginger reside in Midwest City. They 
have two sons: Justin Blake is a sophomore at OU and 
Corey Graham is a sophomore at Midwest City High School.
Alan Mason Wins 
Innovative Practice 
Award
Alan Mason (Class o f ’77) was presented with the Inno­
vative Pharmacy Practice Award by the National Council of 
State Pharmacy Association Executives. This award, 
funded by Du Pont Pharma, recognizes pharmacists who 
have demonstrated significant innovations in their prac­
tices with the outcome of improved patient care. Alan is the 
director of clinical services for Sequoia Health Services, an 
Omnicare company. He oversees the work of several con­
sultant pharmacists and is noted for his ability to teach 
others to understand complex regulatory information. He 
works to put procedures in an understandable language for 
those working with his staff. Alan and his wife Marie are 
the parents of three daughters: Tracy, Cheryl and Dana.
Innovative Practice Award winner Alan Mason, Class o f  
’77.
Consultant Pharm acist Certificate Program (CPCP) 
class members busily working on a case: facing camera (l- 
r) Dennis Bird, Class o f ‘71 and Rick Harden, Class o f ’65. 
Back to camera: (hr) Richard Harmon and Earnie Smart.
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Generous Donations 
to H ospital Lab 
Appreciated
The Pharmaceutics IV lab would again like to take this 
opportunity to recognize those who have been kind enough 
to donate expired hospital pharmacy products such as IV 
solutions, total parenteral nutrition and piggyback prod­
ucts, intravenous sets, and other useful items. Through 
your generosity, we have been able to provide extensive 
experience to the students. Below are the donors through 
January 30,1995. Please notify us about omissions or 
misspelling. Names are listed in rough chronological order 
of time of donation. We greatly appreciate the the clinical 
faculty and students who helped bring these products to us.
Ryan Hestily, Medical Plaza Hosp.: Sherman, TX 
Donny Reeves, Medical Plaza Hosp.: Sherman, TX 
Tom Hill, Coronado Hospital: Pampa, TX 
Joe McDonald, Bethany General Hosp.
Christy Cox, Bethany General Hosp.
Ann Thompson, Bethany General Hosp.
Stan Carter, Carter Healthcare Specialists, Inc.: OKC 
Rob Carter, Carter Healthcare Specialists, Inc.: OKC 
Bob Taylor, Bass Memorial: Enid 
Penny Fleming, Bass Memorial: Enid 
Monte Strutton, Bass Memorial: Enid 
Tina Shuck, Bass Memorial: Enid 
Milton Chapman, American Pharm. Svcs.: Sherman, TX 
Dorinda Reynolds, American Pharm. Svcs.: Sherman, TX 
De Wayne Chapman, American Pharm. Svcs.: Sherman, TX 
Michele DeLong, American Pharm. Svcs.: Sherman, TX 
Rick McCumber, St. Joseph’s Hosp.: Ponca City 
Quirt Perkins, St. Joseph’s Hosp.: Ponca City 
Brenda Dobbs, St. Joseph’s Hosp.: Ponca City 
Gary Bintz, St. Joseph’s Hosp.: Ponca City 
Lynda Swan, Watonga Indian Hospital 
Reta Tims, Jackson County Mem. Hosp.: Altus 
Steven Vaughan, Jackson County Mem. Hosp.: Altus 
Erin Claiborne, Jackson County Mem. Hosp.: Altus 
Nancy Lehr, Jackson County Mem. Hosp.: Altus 
Judith Yates, Jackson County Mem. Hosp.: Altus 
Mary Terrell Harrison, LTC Pharmacy: Farmersville, TX 
Rob Scheele, Lake Pointe Medical Center: Rowlett,TX 
Bill McConnell, Conway Regional Med. Center: Conway, AR 
Judy McConnell, Conway Regional Med. Center: Conway, AR 
Carl Birdsong, Option Care of Amarillo 
Mike Stephan, Bone & Joint Hosp.: OKC 
Margaret Robertson, Bone & Joint Hosp.: OKC 
Janet Jesperson, Southwest Med. Cntr. of Ok.: OKC 
Gail Schmidt, Southwest Med. Cntr. of Ok.: OKC 
Debbi Southern, Southwest Med. Cntr. of Ok.: OKC 
Amanda Moseley, Southwest Med. Cntr. of Ok.: OKC 
Mike Sullivan, Southwest Med. Cntr. of Ok.: OKC 
Jerry Brown, Quantum Hlth. Resources: Ft. Worth 
Barney Benner, Quantum Hlth. Resources: Ft. Worth 
Rhonda Shephard, Clinton Veteran’s Center 
Linda Lynch, Clinton Veteran’s Center 
Bobby Hoffman, Clinton Regional Hosp.
Mike May, Clinton Regional Hosp.
Kyle DeLoach, United Supermarket: Lubbock 
Cindy Hamilton, Cordell Mem. Hosp.
Willie Smith, Western Med. Total Home Care: Lawton
George Hollander, Western Med. Total Home Care: Lawton 
Bud Karr, D&S Pharmacy: Amarillo 
Marsha Sauer, Southwestern Memorial Hosp.: W ’ford 
Karen Tobey, Guardian Health Care Systems: OKC 
Gary Parrish, Guardian Health Care Systems: OKC 
Brent Marion, St. Anthony Hospital: OKC 
Cindy Hamilton, Clinic Pharmacy: Cordell 
Mike Stowers, Clinic Pharmacy: Cordell 
Steve Baker, United Pharmacy: Elk City 
Mike Bugher, United Pharmacy: Elk City 
Cathy May, Thomas Memorial Hospital 
Joe Ellison, St. Anthony’s Hospital: Amarillo 
Pat James, Great Plains Regional Med. Center: Elk City 
Theresa Garner, Great Plains Reg. Med. Center: Elk City 
Rob Ezell, Great Plains Regional Med. Center: Elk City 
Numerous anonymous friends and alumni.
D r S o S e g a r s ,  B a Students 
Aid Bombing Victims
On April 19,1995, Dr. Larry Segars was just beginning 9:00 
am rounds with his students when a blast shook St. Anthony’s 
Hospital in Oklahoma City. His first thought was that a 
patient had been smoking and a nearby oxygen tank had 
exploded.
He and his students ran into the hall and noticed a puff of 
smoke issuing from a patient’s room. They rushed in to find 
that the thick window had shattered, leaving the patient 
covered with glass. They wheeled her into the hall and found 
other similar patients whom they also helped. They noticed a 
mushroom cloud of smoke issuing from a building downtown.
At that time, Dr. Segars heard the call for health care 
personnel to report to the Federal Building in Oklahoma City 
to assist in caring for victims of a blast of unknown origin. 
Exhibiting the highest standards of care, he reported without 
hesitation. Along with his two students, Chris Lane and 
Happy Solon, they helped set an initial intensive care triage at 
the base of the destroyed Murrah federal building. As they 
were completing this first triage area, policemen shouted that 
another live bomb had been found. Firemen ran past the area, 
prompting all of the health care personnel to evacuate also. 
After a short time, they were allowed to reassemble their 
intensive care triage across the block from the bomb crater. 
Over the next several hours, they assisted the walking 
wounded to move to proper triage stations, providing supplies 
to allow them to do so safely. Dr. Segars worked on the north 
side of the building, while Chris Lane and Happy Solon re­
sponded to a call for assistance on the south side.
All three continued despite the knowledge that additional 
undiscovered bombs might go off at any minute. The stability 
of surrounding structures was also questionable. In fact, Dr. 
Segars later attempted to return to his office and was told by 
security that St. Anthony might be unsafe.
Dr. Tom Davis was also on duty at St. Anthony Hospital and 
assisted in triage of patients in the emergency room. Students 
Paul Thornton and Tracy Ho were also able to provide assis­
tance. In addition, as Chairman of the Pharmacy and Thera­
peutics Committee, he ensured that supplies were adequate 
and flowing to treat the many patients who arrived. Drs. 
Barry Gales and Mark Gales were also able to help care for 
some of the victims who were admitted to Baptist Medical 
Center. Similarly, Penny Skaehill and Dana Reid Pierce at 
Mercy and Ben Welch at Southwest Medical Center also stood 
by to aid whenever necessary.
While our faculty and students are only some of many 
health care workers who gave unselfishly of their time and 
talents, we are justifiably proud that our own were able to aid 
in the efforts.
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Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation 
Contributors For the 1994 Calendar Year
The School of Pharmacy wishes to acknowledge the generosity of each one of the alumni, friends, or institutions listed below. 
These are the individuals who made contributions to the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation during the 1994 calendar 
year. THE SIG and the Foundation wish to apologize for any misspellings and inadvertent omission of names.With the 
paperwork involved, we may have overlooked some contributors. If you will bring any changes to our attention, we will print 
any additions in the next issue. If you have contributed in the last few months, your name will appear in the next issue. Thanks 
to all alumni for their continued support of the School.
Charles Abercrombie Morris Foster Sara Marquis Glenn Rusty Rex
J.V. Adcox Clay Franklin Tim Mathis Dorinda Reynolds
David Anpalagan Frank Frederick Bobby Maynard Rho Chi Society
Bill Arrington Benny & ElGenia French Shelly Mays Kevin Rich
Beth Bagwell Tony Frogge' Warren & Gina Meador Allan Roach
Lisa Baird Mary Jane Fry Clifford Meece Margaret Robertson
Carla Baker Rodger Garms Lee Ann Meece Jeff Rollwitz
Behrens, Inc. Paula Gates Mike Meece Claude Rose, Jr.
Judith Bell Jerry Gillum Randy Meents Regina Ruffin
Mary Ann Berry Brad Girard Merritt Communications Kerry Russi
Marilyn Malouf Biggs Glaxo Corp. Albert Leon Moore Wayne Salisbury
Carl Birdsong Vicki & Robert Goode Keith & B.J. Moore Rob & Detra Scheele
Ina Black Paul Goostree Tolbert Moore Kami Scheller
Charles Boatman Kim Gorham Mary Patterson Linda Schultz
Steve Bogdahn Ronald Graham Mike Morrison Joe Schwemin
Tom Bolerjack Russell Griffin Charles Morton Trust Linn Shaffer
DeWayne Brown Truett Guthrie Saundra Mouse Charles Shannon
Jerry Brown Robert Hamilton Melvin Musgrove Guy Sheneman
John Bullard Deanne Hammons Judy McConnell Kathy Smith
Steve Burns Martin Hamner Rick McCumber Ken Smith
Seth Bursey Mike Hanes Ron Mcllroy Phil Southall
Charles Carden Lyle Hankins Reinhard McKinney SWPhA
Darrell Carter Thelma Harms Vicki Nall Larry Stiger
Kathleen Carter Brian Harrison NACDS LouAnn Streit
Teresa Castlebury Mary & Phillip Harrison Mary Neparko Lynne Strickland
Ron Cates Vicki Hatchett Caryn Newberry Lynn Studier
Don Chambers Darci Hatter Janet Newton Joyce Supak
Choctaw Indian Health Steve & Martha Hebblethwaite Hai Nguyen Bobby Swayden
Ann-G Chowning Lee Helms Charles Nithman Ernie Sykora
Ellen Church Mike Henderson Diana Ocenar 3M Corporation
Raymond Clark Paul Hendrix Paul O'Hara Tarrant County Pharm.
Brad Clemmer Dud Hire OPhA Auxiliary Michael Taylor
Cleveland County G.H. Hodges Olatoun Okunade Stan Taylor
David Coates Ray Hoke Nicky Otts Lynn Tenczar
A.C. Codner J.R. Holder Owen Healthcare Co. Nelda & Thurman Toal
John Conley Joe Hoover Kay Palmer Alton Trull
Don Coody Grace Coppin Rex Parrish Charles Tucker
Newt Cornwell Craig Inman Khandu Patel Jean Ulrich
Mark Corrales Claude Irby John Patterson Upjohn Co. (Cal)
Sharon Cox Darlene Johnston Jim Pepper Lynn VanSteenvoort
Tommie Cozby Terry Jones Pharmacists Mutual Walgreen Co.
Rick Crenshaw Thomas Kaye Pharmacy Business Assoc. James Walker
J.G. Crook Fred Keehn Don Phillips John Walker
Wayne Davis B.G. Keller, Jr. Julie Phillips Jeff Walling
Elizabeth Deimund Mildred & Lamar Kelly David Pickett WalMart Foundation
Dillons Pharmacy Barbara Kessler Joe Pierce Virginia Banks Ward
Bob Dishman Kelly Lucas King Carol Pilgrim Neal Weber
Pete Doughty Jay Kinnard David Pittman Sandra White
George Doupe Rhea Klesel Mary Pittman Leon Wills
David Downing Carla Knight Kim Porter Lonny Wilson
Sally & Steve Drinnon Elizabeth Lacy Bryan Potter Bill Wittrock
Amy Duren Donald & Virginia Lane PPOK Tom Worth
Eckerd Drug Corp. David LaRue Martin Railsback Ron Wrestler
LouAnn Edwards Candace Lawrenz Charles & Cindy Rand Judith Wright
Joe Epperson, II Lesley Chooi Lee Donna Ratke Wyeth-Ayerst Co.
Kerri Fisher Elaine Lust Peter Ratto
Mildred Foster Linda Lynch Gary Reece
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Former University President 
Leonard Campbell Dies
Leonard Campbell, President of Southwestern State Uni­
versity from 1975 through 1990, succumbed to cancer on 
February 15,1995. Dr. Campbell replaced A1 Harris to become 
the 14th president of the university. Following his retirement 
in 1990, the presidency was assumed by Dr. Joe Anna Hibler.
Dr. Campbell was challenged during his tenure by bleak 
financial times within the state of Oklahoma. Nevertheless, 
he was widely hailed for his ability to persevere in spite of 
these hardships. Because of his long time at the helm, he was 
responsible for hiring a large number of present faculty mem­
bers of the school of pharmacy.
A veteran of the Korean War, Dr. Campbell received his 
master’s and doctor’s degrees from the University of Okla­
homa. Prior to assuming the position at Southwestern, Dr. 
Campbell had been a teacher and coach in Amarillo, principal 
at Moore High School, Assistant Superintendent of Moore 
Schools, and Superintendent at Western Heights in Oklahoma 
City. A scholarship in his name has been established at 
SWOSU.
SWPhA picnic supporters from Eli Lilly (l) Skip Whitmer, 
Class o f ’74 and (r) Jim Hargis, Class o f ’78 flank SWPhA 
president Jennifer Schmidt (c) and SWPhA Advisor Dr. 
Nina Morris, front.
KEDrug F air Again A Huge Success
The annual Drug Fair, sponsored by Kappa Epsilon, was 
another winner this year. This is the twelfth year for the 
event, which continues to be a highly anticipated opportunity 
for the students to speak with the manufacturer’s representa­
tives and learn about the new developments from the compa­
nies.
Participants included Ciba-Geigy, Eli Lilly, McNeil Con­
sumer Products, Wyeth-Ayerst, Parke-Davis, Smith Kline 
Beecham, Key and Abbott. All came prepared to discuss the 
advantages of their products for specific disease conditions.
A total of 260 students from the School of Pharmacy signed 
in at the front desk. Kappa Epsilon leaders coordinated the 
volunteers, who oversaw the sign-in booth, and carried vari­
ous boxes for the representatives. A luncheon after the event 
was held to thank the companies who were kind enough to 
participate.
THE SIG joins the School in thanking the drug represen­
tatives and the KE volunteers who continue to ensure that our 
students reach the pinnacle of excellence through educational 
experiences such as this.
Faculty Member Dr. Mark Gales (c) drives home a point 
during one o f the many discussions at the faculty retreat 
at Roman Nose. He is flanked on his right by brother Dr. 
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